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Abstract.

Multi-instrument data analysisof the observationsmade by the

Phobos2 spacecraft
in the upstreamMartianenvironment
showsthat the solar
wind deceleration
observed
in ellipticaland circularorbitsand previouslyreferred
to as massloadingby planetaryexosphere
occursmainlyin the foreshock
region.
Variationsof the bulkspeedareaccompanied
by strongmagneticfieldperturbations.
The flow and fieldperturbations
are well correlated,indicatingtheir Alfvenwave
origin. The data suggest
that the observed
disturbances
are causedby largeamplitude
Alfvenwavespropagating
in thesolarwindaswellasby wavesgenerated
locallyat the foreshock.It is shownthat the foreshock
boundaryis not just
a topological
boundary
separating
the regions
eithermagnetically
connected
or
disconnectedwith the bow shock. The transition acrossthe tangent line is often

accompanied
with a sharprotationof the magnetic
field,decrease
of the magnetic
fieldvalue,andincrease
of the protonnumberdensityandtemperature.Although
variationsof the solarwind speedat R _>6000km are mainlycontrolledby Alfven
waves,at closerdistances
to the planet,wherethe solarwindslowsdownat 150-200
km s-•, perturbations
of the fieldandvelocitydo not followthe relationcommon
for Alfven waves.This strongdeceleration
can be attributedto massloadingon
oxygenatmosphere.
ably, the most abundant neutral component at large
distancesis molecular and atomic hydrogen,which can
The measurements
madeby the Phobos2 spacecraft reachvery high altitudes as the consequence
of the weak
providedus with a lot of informationconcerningthe gravitational attraction of Mars. Electron dissociative
1. Introduction

solarwind/Mars interaction,althoughmanyquestions recombination
of 02+ mightbe a source
of hotatomic
remain open. One of suchcritical questionsis a prob- oxygenatomswhichcanalsoescape
far away [Nagyand
lem of massloadingnearMars. Pedersen
et al. [1991], Cravens, 1988; Ip, 1988; Ip, 1990; Lainruer and Bauer,
Veriginet al. [1991],and Barabash
et al. [1991]have 1991;Kim et al., 1998].The Phobos2 observations
were
reportedthat interactionof the solarwind with Mars made during solar maximum activity when the density
starts far upstream from the bow shock as a conse- of hydrogenconstituents
(H and H2) is expectedto dequenceof extendedneutral corona. This feature pro- crease, although the upper atmosphere and the ionovides a certain resemblance of Mars with comets. Prob-

sphere
dominated
by molecular
oxygen
ions02+ should
extend to higher altitudes. Although the existenceof

• Max-Planck Institut f/u: Aeronomie, Katlenburg-Lindau,
Germany.

hot oxygencoronanearMars wasnot confirmed,it is
expectedthat the coronais denserthan near Venus,

where it was observedby the Pioneer Venus Orbiter
2Institutflit Weltraumforschung,
•stereichischen
Acade- (PVO)spacecraft
[Kimet al., 1998].A hothydrogen
mik der Wissenschaften,Graz, Austria.
population
produced
bythephotodissociation
ofmolec3SpaceSciencesDepartment, EuropeanSpaceAgency, ular hydrogenhasalsobeenrecordedat Venus,but not
Noordwijk, The Netherlands.
at Mars. It was believed that hot hydrogenand oxy4SwedishInstitute of SpacePhysics,Kiruna, Sweden.
gen
coronas,if they exist,are rare not affectingthe
5SpaceResearchInstitute, Moscow,Russia.
6KFKI ResearchInstitute for Particle and Nuclear Physics, solarwindto anymajordegree[Nagyet al., 1990].If
coronasare not very rare the ionizationand subsequent
Hungarian Academyof Sciences,Budapest,Hungary.
7Laboratoire de Physiqueet de Chimie de l'Environment, pickupof the exosphere
matterby the solarwindmay
Orleans, France.

providea massloadingeffectsimilarto onenearcomets

[Neugebauer,
1990].Theobservations
ofwaveemissions
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at the protongyrofrequency
is an indirectsignof pickup
ions,protonsor oxygenions [Russell
et al., 1990;Sauer
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et al., 1999].Barabash
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ondary peaks in the spectrogramsof proton fluxes up- of reflected
ionsis mass-dependent
--• (tr•p/tr•pick)
1/2,
stream from the bow shock to picked-up protons. Re- whererr•pand rr•pick
are masses
of protonsand pickup
searchersestimated the number density of the plane- ions,respectively[Zanket al., 1996],andheavypickup
tary protons of • 0.01nsw. Small intensitiesof oxygen ionspecies
(He+, O+) lesseffectively
participate
in this
ions(_<10-4 cm-3) werealsorecorded[Kirschet al., process.Analyzing the measurementsmade by the sen1991].On the contrary,Pedersen
et al. [1991]reported sor looking in the antisunward direction with field of
about a much higher growth rate of the plasma density view 72ø x 5ø, Barabashand Lundin [1993]haveestiwith decreasingdistance from the planet by measuring mated the density of reflected protons in front of the
a gradual decreaseof the spacecraftfloating potential. bow shockfoot as _<5%nsw. Dubinin et al. [1994a]
Under some assumptions,researchersderived the elec- havesimulatedthe dynamicsof pickupprotonsand have
tron number density along the orbit and found that a shownthat the reflected pickup protons essentiallycont
distinct increase of the plasma number density starts ribute to the backgroundof planetary ionsupstreamof
far upstream from the Martian bow shock. The elec- the bow shock. A redistribution of pickup protons due

tron numberdensityincreased
by I- 2 cm-a between to their reflectionat the bowshock(ionsoccupymainly
the undisturbed
solar wind and the outer limit of the
the foreshock
region)qualitativelyexplainedthe differshock foot. However, on two of five elliptical orbits a
gradual decreaseof the floating potential was not observed that provided problems in the interpretation in
terms of "standard" MHD mass loading. Verigin et

ence in the electron number density derived from the
floating potential measurementson different elliptical
orbits. An enhancementof mass loading was observed
when the spacecraft encountereda bunch of reflected

al. [1991]haveobservedthe essentialsolarwind de- photoions[DubininandLundin,1995].
On the other hand, it is known that the deceleraceleration upstream of the bow shock and attributed
these measurementsto mass loading on the hot oxy- tion of the solar wind is also effective in the Earth's
gen corona. Assumingan instantaneousassimilationof foreshock [Bonifaziet al., 1980; Zhanget al., 1995,

planetaryionsto the solarwind, Veriginet al.

[1991] 1997], and a problemto distinguishbetweentypical

suggestedthat the oxygen corona near Mars is 5 times foreshockfeatures and mass loading effectsappearsin

denserthan predictedby the modelof Ip [1988].Since the Mars case. Observations made on the Phobos 2
the model [Ip, 1988]overestimated
the numberdensity spacecraftsuggesteda large developedforeshock,which
in the hot oxygencoronafor solar maximum conditions is similar to that known from wave and plasma obserat a factor of 2 - 3 [seeIp, 1990],the valuegivenby vations at Earth. The electron foreshockadjacent to

[Veriginet al., 1991]far exceedseventhe "extreme" the tangent line was identifiedfrom the observations
numberdensity.Kotovaet al. [1997]madea statistical of bursts of electronplasmawavesaccompaniedby the
study of the solarwind decelerationnear Mars. They se- fluxesof backstreaming
electrons[Skalskyet a1.,1992,
lected inbound and outbound passesof Phobos 2 on the 1993]. At farther distances
from the tangentline, a
circular orbits at 2.SRM, making the assumption that

broadband

electric field noise and ULF waves charac-

wereobserved[Grardet al.,
for the averagedinterplanetarymagneticfield (IMF) teristicof the ionforeshock
configurationquasi-perpendicularshocksare mostly in 1991;Delva and Dubinin,1998]. Barabashand Lundin
signatures
suchasgyratinbound legswhile quasi-parallelshocksare met in out- [1993]foundtypicalforeshock
bound legs. They found that the solar wind deceler- ing reflectedions and field-alignedbeams. Otherwise,
ation turned to be approximately dawn-dusk symmet- Brecht [1997a,b]arguedthat because
of smallsizeof
ric and suggestedthat it is causedby mass loading on
a hot oxygen corona with number density of neutrals
at • 3 times higher than the values from the extreme
model. Recent reexamination of the population of hot
oxygen atoms at Mars for the high solar cycle values

Mars, effectsof the ion gyroradii can stronglyinfluence
not only the bow shockstructure but the Martian atmosphere too.
As will be shown in this paper, the position of the

spacecraftwith respectto the foreshockstronglyvaries

oftenmakesshorttours
madeby [Kim et al., 1998]givesthe hot oxygenden- alongthe orbit ( the spacecraft
sity nearly an order of magnitude lessthan estimates into the undisturbed

solar wind and back to the fore-

by [Kotovaet al., 1997]. Ip [1990]arguedthat mass shock)that providessignificantvariationsin the solar
loading by oxygen ions was unlikely to be the causeof wind velocity. Therefore identificationof foreshockor
the solar wind deceleration becausereported decelera- mass loading signaturesbecomesambiguouswithout
tion requires a much more massiveoxygen corona than reliable awarenessof the foreshockgeometry and the

can be expectedfrom the models.Ip [1992]suggestedspacecraftposition. The solar wind/foreshockinterthat the reflectionat the bowshockof H+ ionsoriginat- face is also characterized by significant perturbations.
(-,• 100 Hz) at the
ing from the extended atomic hydrogen atmosphereof The onsetof electricfield emissions
Mars

could cause the slowdown

of the solar wind.

The

importance of pickup ion reflection is motivated by the
significant fraction of pickup protons with small normal velocity componentsat the bow shockthat prevent
their overcomingthe electrostaticbarrier. A fraction

leadingedgeof the electronforeshockwas reportedby

[$kalskyet al., 1998]asthe uniquefeatureof the Martian upstream wave environment. Noticeablebending
of the magneticfield linesnear the tangent line was no-

ticedby [Dubininet al., 1998a].Bipolarvariationsof
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the magnetic field were centeredat the plane, which is
normal to the tangent surface and intersectsthe bow
shock at tangent points.
Thus a rather complexpicture emergesfrom the data
provided by different plasma instrumentson board the
Phobos 2 spacecraft. The purpose of the paper is to
get a more detailed and lesscontroversialpictureof upstream regionnear Mars usingthe databaseof different
plasma instruments. In this paper, we show that the
disturbed structure of the upstream region is driven by

time-varyingperturbationsin the solarwind (propagating large-amplitudeAlfven waves)as well as by local
processeswithin foreshock. The relevanceof these results to the problem of mass loading in the upstream
region of Mars is also discussed.
2.

Instrumentation
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Parameters of the solar wind plasma were measured

by the ionspectrometer
(TAUS), whichwaswelladapted
to solar wind monitoring. The instrument has field of
view 40ø x 40ø along the sunwarddirection, divided at 8

,
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Ellipticalorbit

Figure 1. Projections of the elliptical and circular or-

bitsof Phobos2 ontothe XY Marssolarorbital(MSO)
x 8 sectors[Rosenbauer
et at., 1990].The energyrange plane and the averageIMF configuration.The anglea
was 30 eV to 6 keV, but most of the data were obtained
in range 150 eV to 6 keV. The location of the spacecraft with respect to the foreshockis determined from
the magneticfield measurementsand the model of the

determinesthe positionof the spacecraftwith respectto

the tangentline. Positive/negative
valuesof the anglea
correspondto the foreshockregion and the undisturbed
solar wind, respectively.

bow shock.The magneticfieldsnear Mars (MAGMA)
experiment was the three-axial fluxgate magnetometer

with time sampling1.5 or 45 s [Riedteret at., 1989].
The three-dimensionalgeometryof the foreshockcould
be evaluated from the magnetic field data becausethe
motion of the backstreamingparticles is guided by the
magnetic field lines, and therefore magnetic connection
to the bow shock is bounded by the magnetic field line
tangent to the bow shock. We use the coordinate sys-

attributedto the electronplasmawaves [Grardet at.,
1989b;Skatskyet at., 1992;Trotignonet at., 1992],and
low frequencyemissionsat frequenciesbetween0.2 and
10 Hz. The electron plasma oscillationsare generated
by the electrons,which are reflected at the bow shock
and streaming sunward along the interplanetary mag-

tem with the X axis positiveto the Sun (antiparal- netic field connected to the shock. Thus the observation
lel to Vsw) and the (VswB) planeas the (XY*) ref- of electron plasma oscillationsis a very sensitiveindicator of the magneticfield geometry. They appear to be
the directionof the cross-flowcomponentof B (and closeto the tangent line and mark the upstreamedgeof
thusalwaysBy. _>0), and the Z* axisperpendicularthe electron foreshock.ULF wavesare generatedwhen
to (X, Y*) completesthe system.The bow shockwas ions backstreamingfrom the bow shockor ionsof planapproximatedby a half ellipsoidof revolution around etary origin interact with oncomingsolar wind.
The foreshockgeometry is also determined from inthe X axis,in the (X, Y*) magneticequatorialplane
erence plane, where the Y* axis is taken positive in

anisotropyof electron
[Trotignonet at., 1991;Detvaand Dubinin,1998],and spectionof antisunward/sunward
the angle a between the tangent line and the direction heat fluxes. The Automatic Space Plasma Experiment
to the spacecraftfrom the tangent point was evaluated. with a Rotating Analyzer (ASPERA) containedthe

Positivevaluesof anglea (0ø- 180ø) correspond
to the electronspectrometer
(1 eV to 50 keV) and fluid eleclocation of the spacecraftin the foreshock. Negative tron parameterswerecalculatedon board [Lundinet
valuesof a (-180ø- 0ø) give the positionin the solar at., 1989]. However,in contrastto ions,calculation
of
the moments of electron distribution function is very
wind (Figure1).
The foreshockgeometry may be also traced by an sensitiveto the spacecraftpotential and to photoelecappearanceof electronplasmaoscillationsmeasuredby trons. The standardprocedureusedto accountfor these
the waveinstrument.The PlasmaWaveSystem(PWS) effectsis to adjust the electronnumberdensityne and
on board the Phobos 2 spacecraftconsistedof bank of

electron bulk velocity V• in suchway that they were in

filtersin frequencyrange0.2 Hz to 150 kHz [Grardet reasonableagreementwith the proton number density
at., 1989a].In this paperwe useonlythe data collected and proton bulk velocity,respectively,assumingquasiin the high-frequency
channels(6-38 kHz), whichwere neutrality. The on board calculationsusually do not
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thoughthe bulkvelocityof thesolarwindcouldberelievenwhenthe spacecraft
wasspinning,
from photoelectrons
the externalgrid of the electron ablyevaluated
fine
details
of
variations
of
plasma
number
density was
spectrometer
wasbiasedat -12 V and a part of a core
of the distribution near Ve was missed. Then, the sec- acquiredonly from stabilizedorbitsor from the meatake these factors into account. To avoid a contribution

ond moment of the electron distribution function M,

surementsof the floating potential.

which is related to the measured differential directional

fluxj (M = fj(E, 0,•)dE H(0, •)), where0,•, andH

3. Observations
are the elevationangledeterminedby the sensors,the
azimuth(scan)angle,and trigonometric
vector,respec- 3.1. Elliptical Orbits

tively),primarilygivesinformation
aboutasymmetry
in
Figure2 shows
themeasurements
madebythedifferwingsof the electrondistributionfunctions.An asym- ent experiments
alongthe ellipticalorbit on February
metry could be suppliedby solarwind halo electrons 4-5, 1989.Figure2a givesvariations
of the protonbulk
carryingthe heat flux from the solarcorona. Dubinin velocity.Despinning
magneticfielddata wereusedto
et el. [1994b]haveappliedthe measurements
of elec- determinethe positionof the spacecraft
relativeto the
trons in wings as tracers of the Martian tail topology foreshock.
Figure2b presents
the anglec•betweenthe
becausestreamingelectronsreplicatefield line kinksas- magnetic
fieldline tangentto the bowshockandthe
sociatedwith draping of the IMF around Mars. This directionto the spacecraft
from tangentpoint. Gaps
approach[Dubininet el.,1994b]provides
uswitha very indicatewhenthe magneticfield doesnot intersectthe
sensitivetool for the study of the magnetosphere
topol- shock.Figure2cshows
the amplitude
ofhigh-frequency
ogy.Planetarybowshocks
giveriseto anothersourceof (6-38kHz)andlow-frequency
(0.2-10Hz)waves.
Figure
electronheat flux propagatingin the opposite,sunward 2d contains the secondmoment of the electron distribudirection. Therefore a sign of Mx is determinedby a tion functionMx dividedby the electronnumberdenrelative contribution of both sources. Negative values

sity. Entry of the spacecraft
intothe foreshock
wasat

of Mx correspondto electronheat flux from the solar 2240UT. Subsequent
variationsofsign6f the anglec•incoronacarriedby electronsalongthe IMF. In the elec- dicatethat the spacecraft
makesoftenexcursions
to the
tron foreshock,heat fluxesin the sunwarddirection,as- solarwind. The spikesof the electronplasmaemissions
sociated with electrons accelerated and reflected at the

(6-38kHz) clearlymarkthe crossings
of the electron

bow shock,can dominate the anisotropyin the wings
and change its sign.
The measurementsof the differencepotential between

FEBRUARY 4,1989

a conductivesurfaceof the spacecraftat floatingpotential and electric field probe, negativelybiasedin relation to the spacecraft,were usedto determineelectron

numberdensity [Pedersen
et el., 1991]. The probe

-575

was biased with a current limited to 50 nA by a high

impedancecurrentsourcethat drivesthe probepotential morenegativein relationto the positivespacecraft
by an amount A V. This quantity, measuredas a potential differencebetween a floating spacecraftand a

biasedprobe,is inversely
proportional
to the electron
numberdensity.Uncertainty
ofthistechnique
isrelated
to the absenceof information about the electron energy

alsoaffectingthe floatingpotential.Nevertheless,
the
AV-

ne relationis very sensitiveto variationsin n•

and can be used as indicator of mass loading features

0.o,i
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[Dubinin
etel.,1994a].

Thereweretwomaintypesof Phobos2 orbitsaround

Mars(Figure1). Duringthefirststageof themission,
the orbit spacecraft
wasellipticalwith a periapsis
altitude of 850 km and a period of 76.5 hours. Most
observations
weredonewhenthe spacecraft
wassettled

............ •.........
•....................................
•

6o

15

-150-

22
5.58

2.•.5

•

23.5

24 •

4,6

3,62

2.55

1.51•

2.
wi=dvdoity,(b)
onthe circularorbit (R -• 2.8RM). In someorbitsthe
(c)
amplitudes
of
electron
plasma
oscillations
(scale
is
spacecraft
wasthreeaxisstabilized,
whilein otheror- onthele• side)andlow-frequency
waves
(scale
isonthe
bits,Phobos2 wasin a spinning
modewith the axis rightside),and(d) the second
momentof the electron
of rotation intendedto be pointingto the Sun. How- diaibtion fnaion dividedby
dnity (I
ever,the axisof rotationwasreallydeviating
fromthis 1500kms-•) duringtheellipticalorbitonFebruary
distance
R isinMarsradii
direction,andthe additionaldespunprocessing
of the 5, lg8g.Planetocentric

magnetic
fielddatawasdone[Delveet el.,1993].A1- = 3388kin).
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FEBRUARY

1,1989, 1520-1810UT

terminedfrom the inspectionof antisunward/sunward
anisotropy of fluxes of suprathermal electrons. Negative values of Mx in the upstream solar wind point
out that the prevalent electronheat flux from the solar
corona is mostly carried by electrons along the interplanetary magnetic field. When the spacecraftarrives
at the electron foreshock, heat fluxes in the sunward
direction

associated

with

electrons

accelerated

> -800!.....

i .....

I ....

''

I .....

I

I

2.51

-0.5
-1.5
4

.....

and re-

flected at the bow shockbegin to dominate and change

signof the anisotropy(Mx > 0). It is seenthat the sun-

4

ward fluxes of suprathermal electronsmostly dominate
over fluxes related

to the solar wind

halo electrons

•

af-

ter 2240 UT. At 2320-2325 UT and 2332-2340 UT, the
spacecraft was outside the foreshockin the solar wind

(a < 0). Clear dropoutsof plasmaemissions
and signaturesof halo electrons(M• < 0) are observed.It is
alsoseenthat identificationof the foreshock/upstream
regionbasedon the model bow shockand the local magnetic field measurementsis not always perfect. For example, according to the model calculations, the spacecraft was in the solar wind at 2245-2252 UT, although
the observationsof electron plasma waves and fluxes of
backstreamingelectronsindicate a magnetic connection
with the bow shock. Although, in most casesthe model
predictions are in a reasonableagreementwith the observations,only negative values of the angle a associated with disappearanceof the electron plasma emissionsand, to a lesserextent, changeof the anisotropy

d
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Figure 4. Dependenceof the solarwind velocityand
the magneticfieldon the anglec•in the upstreamregion
for the orbit on February1, 1989. (a) The solarwind

velocityV, (b) the Bx and(c) By. components
of the
magnetic
field,(d) themagnetic
fieldmagnitude
B, (e)

the coneangle•, and (f) vectorsof the magneticfield

in the XY* plane are given.
sion to the solar wind. In Figure 3 the observationsof
electron plasma waves and backstreamingelectrons are
plotted versusthe angle a. A general trend, showing
that electron plasma oscillationsand sunward fluxes of suprathermalelectrons(M• > 0)-appearcloseto the
of the halo electrons

are discriminators

of back excur-

tangentline crossing(c• = 0), justifiesthe useof the
model position of the bow shock. In accordancewith
FEBRUARY 4, 1989, 2300-2350UT

0.01

,

6-38kHz

:<•
:_q9o

SW o'q•. FS

0.001
.o.... ,.•.0.cp.m,
.c0.

1 -10Hz
o.oo1+
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:

,.. +..., .....

400-•

-F•.... , .....

expectations,
low-frequency
wavesprevailat largerdistancesfrom the tangent line in the ion foreshockwhere
the densityof high-intensitypointsis greater.
A remarkablefeature of Figure 2 is that the solar
winddeceleration
startscloseto theforeshock
boundary
(2240UT). While the spacecraft
madeexcursions
into
the solarwind, exceptingthe intervalbetween2332 and
2340UT, the protonvelocitywasrecoveredto its "nominal" upstreamvalueof the velocitycomputedfrom an
upstreamtime intervalin the solarwind (horizontal

dashedline). After 2345UT, whenthe spacecraft
ap-

, .....

proached the bow shock at the distance less than •
1700 km, deceleration of the solar wind becomes evi-

,

dent. Strongincrease
of the ULF turbulence
(0.2-10

-200•
400•
-180

, , , ,
-120

Hz) marksthis regionwell. The bowshockwascrossed
at 0003 UT on February 5.
-60

0

60

120

180

Figure 3. Amplitude of electron plasma and ULF
waves,and the flux of the suprathermal electronsversus

the anglec• (February4, 1989).

In Figure4 the solarwindvelocityandthe magnetic
field are plotted versusthe anglec• for the orbit on

February1, 1989. The solarwindvelocityV (Figure4a), the B• andBy. components
of the magnetic
field(Figures
4b and4c),themagnetic
fieldmagnitude
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B, (Figure 4d) the cone angle ½ (the angle between
X axis and the magneticfield vectorB) (Figure4e).
Figure 4f presentsthe projection of the magnetic field
onto the XY* plane versusthe angle c•. The velocity
decreaseswith increaseof the angle c• in the foreshock

region(c• > 0) without visiblespeedvariationsin the
undisturbedsolar wind (c• < 0). A gradualrotation

MARCH 9, 1989

-410
i
;>"
-4501
!

-470q
.i.'""
'.....
' •:''""
'""'"'".............
' ' ' ' ........
' •.........
•

of the magnetic field vector is also clearly observed.
This rotation is not surprising becausethe angle c• is
determined from the magnetic field measurements.If,
for example, the magneticfield vector turns toward the
X axis, an observerin the foreshockoccursfarther from
the tangent line, at larger c• angles. The interesting
point is, however, that rotation of the field lines arises
at the border of the foreshock.A distinct discontinuity
at c• = 0 is seen in all curves.

Another

noticeable

fea-

ture is a small decreaseof the magneticfield magnitude
with increaseof the angle c•. A similar trend of rotation
of the magneticfield and a gradualdecreaseof the mag-
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neticfieldvaluewith increase
of the c•angle(c•> 0) was
observed
on the third ellipticalorbit (February8, 1989)
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when the spacecraft approached Mars inside the ion
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foreshock[Dubininet al., 1999]. Amplitudeof speed

variations
wassmall(10-15km s-1) andsignificant
decelerationof the solar wind was recordedonly at • 1500
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Figure 6. Variationsof the plasmaflow(V), the magneticfield(B•), andthe anglea in the upstreamregion
of circular orbits on March 9 and 25, 1989.

0.01,
On February11, 1989,thespacecraft
approached
the
planet outside the foreshock.The TAUS instrument did
not operate and signaturesof the solar wind massload-

ing could be identifiedonly from the measurements
of

0.005

thefloatingpotential[Pedersen
et al., 1991].Theelec-

0

tron numberdensityderivedfrom the potentialmeasurementsis shownin Figure 5a. Increaseof the elec-

10

4.03

10.5

3

11

2.26

tron numberdensityis observedwhen the spacecraft

thetangentline(• 1047UT). The crossing
and
Figure 5. (a) The electronnumberdensityderived crosses
entry
into
the
electron
foreshock
is
clearly
seen
from
apfromthe potentialmeasurements,
(b) the anglec•,(c)
the second moment of the electron distribution function pearance
of theelectron
plasma
oscillations
(6-38kHz)
electrons
(Mx > 0). Then,Phobos
dividedby the density(I VeI_>1500km s-1), andam- andbackstreaming
plitudes
of (d) theelectron
plasma
oscillations
and(e) 2 travelsin the regionadjacentto the bowshockthat is
low-frequency
wavesin the ellipticalorbiton February confirmedby significantenhancementof the ULF tur11, 1989.
bulence
(0.2-10Hz). Spikes
of low-frequency
waves
up-
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ments of the density variations are available. The ve-

with increaseof the anglea. A gradual
originor be generatedby pickupprotonsthat originated locitydecreases
rotation
of
the
magnetic
fieldvectorisobserved
not only
from the extended hydrogencorona. It is worth notin the foreshock but also in the undisturbed solar wind
ing that Barnbash[1991]havedetectedappearance
of
(c• < 0), althougha distinctfractureat c• = 0 in the
pickup protons at 1024 UT.
curvesof the magnetic field componentsand the cone
3.2. Circular
Orbits
angleT is seen. The magnitudeof the magneticfield
in the
Mostofthe measurements
in thesolarwind/foreshock and the plasmadensitydo not vary significantly

(increase)
of
weremadeon circularorbits(R -• 2.8RM). The circular solarwind with a trend towarddecrease
the
magnetic
field
magnitude
(the
proton
number
denorbit was closeto the ecliptic plane and provideda good
boundary.All thesefeatures
coverageof the regionupstreamof the bowshock(Fig- sity) acrossthe foreshock
give
a
hint
that
the
foreshock
boundaryis not simply
ure 1). The observations
made on the circularorbits
a
topological
boundary,
which
separates
the regionseieliminate effectsof dependenceof plasma and field vari-

ations on the planetocentric distance. Figure 6 shows
two typical examples of the measurementsof the solar
wind velocity V, the componentof the magnetic field
Bx, and the angle c•. It is seenthat the magneticfield
configuration varies significantly and a formal distinc-

ther magnetically connectedor disconnectedwith the

bow shock. An increaseof the protontemperatureat
factor of two alsosupportsthis conclusion.
4.

Discussion

tion betweenquasi-perpendicular/quasi-parallel
shocks
on inbound/outboundlegsis ambiguous.The space- 4.1. Mass loading?
craft is traveling near the tangent line, with frequent
Addressingthe questionconcerningprobable mass
excursions from the foreshock to the solar wind. Some

transitions are accompaniedby distinct increaseof the
solar wind speed. Correlation between perturbations in
flow and magnetic field is obvious.In Figure 7 the solar
wind velocity and the magnetic field are plotted versus
the angle c• for the orbit on March 25, 1989. The spacecraft was three-axis stabilized, and the reliable measure-

MARCH 25, 1989, 0130-0300 LIT

-700,
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•
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-750-800
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loading features, we compare the observationsof the
electron number density, derived from the PWS differential potential measurements on the elliptical orbits
when the experiment has operated in the biased mode,
to the density of pickup ions evaluatedfrom the model

assumptions.Figure 8 (bottom) showsthe measured
electron number density ne calculated in the assumption that the mean kinetic energyof the electronsTe -

I eV [Pedersen
et al., 1991].Figure8 (bottommiddle)
presents
the productn - nexosp'
(1/sin•), wherenexosp
is the number density of hydrogenatoms accordingto

the Chamberlain's
[1963]modelfor solarmaximumconditions, and •o is the cone angle of the interplanetary

i .....

magneticfield ( nexosp
= noexp(H/R- H/Ro)•(R),
where H - GMmmH/kT, G is gravitationconstant,
Mm and mH are the massesof Mars and hydrogen

atom,T is the exosphere
temperature(T=350 K), ((R)
is the partitionfunction,no - 3 104cm-3 is the number densityat R- Ro-250 kin), whichis proportional
1

'

0.81B•
0.6

0.4

n

'

'

,

]o
,

d

20
,

to the number density of pickup ions. Indeed, assuming that pickup protons leave a site of their origin by
the E x B drift, we can estimate their residencetime

as q-res
r• L/V•wsin%o,
whereL is the characteristic
scale
and V•osin•ois the escapevelocity. Then, the number

densityof pickupprotonsnpickup
• nexospTres/Tio
n ,'0
nL/(V•orion),whereZionis the ionizationtime (Zion"•

3 106s), andn - nexosp/Sin%o.
Therefore
variations
in the IMF directionwill causevariationsin npickup.
A comparison
betweenthe observations
(n•) and the
ot-angle,deg

Figure 7. Dependenceof the plasmaand the magnetic
field versusthe angle c• for the orbit on March 25, 1989.

"model" reveal a similar trend of a gradual increase
with some similarities in details that give a hint that
the variationsin the electronnumber density derived
from floating potential are related to a newly ionized
matter of the planetary origin. However,we meet with
the obviousproblemsof getting a quantitative agree-

(a) The bulk velocityof the solarwind V, (b and c)
the components
BI, By., (d) the magneticfieldvalue
B and the proton numberdensityn, (e) the proton ment. The residencetime rres"• L/V•o has to be of
-• 2 orders greater than the derived value for L • 6000
temperatureT, and (f) the coneangle•o.
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Figure 8. (top) Protonbulkvelocity,(top middle)the numberdensityof pickupprotonsderived
in the testparticlesimulations
(curveslabeledas"simulations"),
(bottommiddle)the "effective"
numberdensityofhydrogen
atoms(curveslabeledas"model"),and(bottom)theelectronnumber
densityevaluatedfrom the difference
potentialmeasurements
(February1, 4, and 8, 1989).

km, V,•o •0 500 km s-•.

The agreement
can be im- creasethe mean energyof electronscollectedby the

proved by a factor of 10 if we take into consideration electricprobe and modify the floatingpotential.
a specular reflection of pickup ions at the bow shock.
Figures 9a-9c showthe bulk speedversusthe "effecReflectionof protons leadsto a their redistribution con- tive" numberdensityn (the numberdensityof neutral
trolled by the magnetic field orientation. The bunch of hydrogen
atomsnexosp
multipliedby factorof 1/sinT)

reflectedpickupprotonsguidedby the IMF is localized for threeellipticalorbits.Figure9d presents
the planein the foreshock
and providesa distinctasymmetryin tocentric distance R evaluated from the effective num-

the densityof pickupprotons[Dubininet al., 1994a]. berdensityaccording
to theequation
n = noexp(H/RThe curvesshownin Figure8 (top middle)givethe dis- H/Ro). In other words,to adjustthe data to similar
tribution of pickupprotonsfrom the test particlemodel. IMF conditions
in the solarwind (T = 90ø),variations
In the simulations,
iontrajectoriesof 50,000testparti- in n causedby changesin the coneangleT are transclesin the externalelectric(E - -1/cVswxB) andthe formedto the dependence
on R. As seenfromfigure
magnetic field B taken from the measurementswere 9a (February1, 1989),a gradualdeceleration
startsat
calculated. Test particlesare weightedin accordancedistance of 0• 9000 km. The decrement reaches 25-30
to the exosphereprofileof hydrogenatoms. The fam- km s-• at 0• 6000km. Then,theefficiency
of decelerily of distributionsof the protonnumberdensitywas etlon stronglyincreases.The decreasein speedreaches
evaluatedfor differentconeanglesto get the number 0• 200km s-• at 0• 4700- 5000km. On February
4,
densityalongthe real spacecrafttrajectory. It is seen 1989 (Figure9b), the solarwind slightlyslowsdown
that the "memory"aboutoriginal%o anglesof pickup at R --• 6000 km with significantbraking at --• 5000
ionsis conserved
and thereforevariations
in ni ("sim- km. In the third orbit, deceleration
is visibleonly at
ulation"curves)replicatemanyfeaturesin n (model R 0• 6000 km with a peculiarsplittingon two curves
curves).An additional
factorof 10canbefoundby as- with small and large slopes. A splitting is alsoseen
suming a denserhydrogenatmosphere.It is worth not- in the curvesfor the orbitson February1 and 4. Difing that Dubinin et al. [1994a]haveusedthe valueno ferent valuesof the velocityare observedfor the same
= 2 105cm-3 to get a betteragreement
with the PWS number density of thermal hydrogencoronaand the
measurements. However, according to the model by sameinferreddistance
R. The splittingin the velocity
[Krasnopolsky
and Gladstone,
1996],suchvaluescorre- curvesappears becausethe points come from different
spondto mean solaractivity. The calculatedhot oxygen locationsalong the spacecraftorbit in accordanceto
densitiesare also smaller and do not contribute signif- differentconeanglesandresidence
timesof newlyborn

icantlyto the numberdensityof pickupions [Kim et ions.Then, two differentsources
of neutralpopulations
el., 1998].Fromthis point of view,a significant
growth (e.g. hydrogen
and oxygen)mightprovidea peculiar
in the electron number density n• while approaching splittingof massloadingefficiency.The curveswith a
the planet, which is a by-product of the differential lowerdecrementof the velocitycouldbe relatedto mass
potential measurements,remains a puzzle. Probably, loadingon hydrogencorona,whereasthe curveswith a
electrons accelerated and reflected at the bow shock in- largerdecrement
givea hint of massloadingon oxy-
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Unlike the comet case, there is not enough room near
Mars for quick assimilationof pickupions and effective

mass loading. The characteristicscale of pitch angle
diffusionof exosphericprotons(the scaleof assimila....................tion
into the solar wind flow due to scattering on low-
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-8001

-350]
FEBRUARY
4,1989
2200-2400
00

- 450-]

oo

b

frequencywaveturbulence)is • 15RM [Barabash
et
al., 1991]. For oxygenionswith gyroradius
of • 8RM,
we even meet with more seriousproblemsapplying the

•MHD approachfor descriptionof mass loading. A
-55o
I............
_--•7•,½•---•.•:,•---•--•------9...........
kinetic approach, which is more appropriate for the
- 650•

...........

-400FEBRUARY
81989
0400-0530
•

o

Mars conditions, assumesthat the momentum transfer is most efficient

in the case where the IMF

-450-.
.............
att•[•••_•...•.?_............... the perpendiculardirectionwith respectto the X

eration becomesstrongerwith decreaseof the coneangle qo.One may expectalsothat solarwind massloading shouldbe accompaniedby increaseof the cross-flow
componentof the magneticfield in the subsolarregion.
On the contrary, increaseof the Bx componentand decreaseof the cross-flow
By. componentwith decrease
of the solar wind speed is observed. One might expect
that massloadingresult in at least a weakenhancement

.

1,000

10,000

n(H), cm-3

n(O*)
xl6...jn(O)xl
6

lOO,OOO;

• lO,OOO:
d'

1,000'

3104

axis

(qo• 90ø). However,the observations
showthat decel-

- 500.

3,0001

is in

10

4

, ,

of the field value. On the contrary, the observationsin2103 dicate the oppositetrend.

R, km
4.2.

Alfven

Waves

Figure 9. (a-c) Dependence
of the bulk speedverCorrelationbetweenperturbationsin flow and magsusthe effectivenumberdensityn (the numberdensity
of hydrogen
atomsnexosp
multipliedby factor1/sinT). netic field indicate at a transient origin of the decelerDashedhorizontallinesare givenfor the reference.(d) ation events. For example, in large-amplitude Alfven

The distanceR to the planet, which corresponds
to the wavesperturbationsof the velocityv and the magnetic
valuesof the effectivenumberdensity. (e) The numfield b are closelyrelated and follow Walen's relation
ber densityof hydrogenand oxygenatomsversusthe
1/2- +KAb,wherep istheplasma
mass
distanceR. The solid curveis the numberdensityof hy- v - +b/(47rp)

KA=l/(47rp)1/2. Addressing
the question
of
drogenatoms. Dashedlinesat R > 4000 km showthe density,
whether
the
observed
events
are
transient
and
caused
densityof hot oxygen(O*) atomsmultipliedby factor
of 16. The upper and lowerdashedlinescorrespond
to by Alfven wavespropagatingin the solarwind, we comthe extremeandsolarmaximumconditions[Ip, 1990]. pared the field and the velocity variations. In most
The dashed line at R < 4000 km is the number density

(x 16) of "cold"oxygenatoms.

cases,the perturbationsin the Vx and B• components
are well correlated. Figure 10 showsa relationshipbetweenthe vx and b• componentsmeasuredupstreamof

the bow shockon three ellipticalorbits(February1, 4,
gen atmosphere.Indeed,according
to the models,at and 8, 1989). It is worth noting that we neglectthe
the distancesof • 5000- 6000 km the massdensity of solar wind aberration and assumethat V• = V. A linatmosphericoxygenbeginsto dominateoverhydrogen. ear dependenceof v• - Kbx with K - 15 km nT -1

Figure9epresents
themassnumberdensityofhydrogens-1 and16.7km nT-1 s-1 is observed
in the elliptical
andoxygenatomsversus
the planetocentric
distance
R. orbits on February 1 and 4, respectively. The factor
Solid line showsthe mass number density of hydrogen K• - 22/n1/2 km nT-1 s-1 (n is the plasma
numatoms. Dashed lines at R > 4200 km give the mass ber density)expectedfor Alfvenwaves [Belcherand

densityof oxygen(O*) atoms,originatedfromhot oxy- Davis,1971]is well fitted with the observations
(K•

gencorona(thenumberdensitymultiplied
by factorof -15.6 (n - 2 cm-a) andK• =16.9 (n- 1.7cm-a),
16). The upperandlowerdashedlinescorrespond
to respectively).Perturbationsin the solarwind speedocthe extremeandsolarmaximumconditions[Ip, 1990]. cur more at random on February 8, and identification
Dashedline at R < 4200 km givesthe numberdensity of Alfvenwavesseemsrather ambiguous
althoughthe

(x 16) of "cold"atmosphere
oxygen
atoms.A fracturevaluesof K andK• are nearlyequal(K - 14.6,KA -in the curveof the total massnumberdensityof neutrals 16.9). The important point is that in all ellipticalorbits, perturbationsin flow and magneticfield observed
(notshownin Figure9) is easilyrecognized.
Althoughthe massloadingmechanism
of the solar at planetocentric distances R <_6000 km do not follow
wind decelerationseemsto be attractive, we meet with the Walen relation. In Figure 11 a relationshipbetween
several seriousobservationaland theoretical problems. the perturbationsof velocity and magneticfield on two
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boundary. The only difference is that disturbances
would be localized in the region adjacent to the tan-

o

o

gent line. The schemeshownin Figure 12(top) illustrates appearanceof acceleration/deceleration
events

o
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near the tangent line. The interesting effect is that
the sign of perturbations is oppositenear the foreshock
boundary located downstreamwith respectto the tan-

gent point. Figure 12 (bottom) givesthe exampleof

FEBRUARYS, 1989 0355-0515 UT
•

MARS

by large-amplitudeAlfven wavespropagatingin the solar wind. The magnitude of the magneticfield and the
plasma density do not vary significantly in the solar
wind, which also supportsour suggestionthat the variations in the field direction and the solarwind velocity
are controlledby Alfven waves.
A similarpattern couldbe expectedif large-amplitude
Alfven waves are generated at or near the foreshock

50

o

NEAR

agrams(see,for example,Figure7) areeasilyexplained

FEBRUARY 1, 1989, 1520-1810 UT
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0
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I

ward/sunwardanisotropy
of fluxesof suprathermal
elec-

I

-1

0

the measurementsmade near both segmentsof the tangent line, upstream and downstreamrelative to the tangent point. The solar wind speed, the amplitude of
electron plasma emissions,the angle c•, and antisun-

1

bx, nT

Figure 10. Relationshipbetweenthe v• and b• componentsof the perturbationsmeasuredupstreamof the

bowshockon threeellipticMorbits(February1, 4, and

circular orbits is plotted. A linear dependencebetween
the perturbations with the coefficientof K - 13 close

trons are shown. The upstream edge of the electron
foreshockis clearly identified at 1823 UT by the onset
of electronplasmawaves,changeof signsof the angle
c•, and anisotropyof electronfluxes. A crossingof the
tangent line downstreamwith respectto the tangent
point occursat -• 1959 UT. At the upstreamcrossing,
the plasmaaccelerates
upstreamof the tangentline and
deceleratesdownstream.The oppositesequenceof the
eventsis observedat the secondcrossing,downstream
of the tangent point. Slow down of the solar wind at
1930-2000 UT is followed by plasma acceleration.Sim-

eventsaccompanying
by
Alfvenwavefactor(KA -- 15) suggests
the waveorigin ilar acceleration/deceleration
of the variations observedon March 9, 1989. The relationship between vx and bx perturbations on March 25,

bipolar variations of the magnetic field are often ob-

servednear the tangentline [Dubininet al., 1999].

1989,is alsocloseto the linearonewith K - 27.8 (KA Bipolar variationsof the magneticfield centeredat the
- 28.9).
In Walen'srelationa plus (minus)signis taken as
MARCH 9, 1989,0400-0700UT
signof the product(-kBo) and variesin dependence
40
on the wave propagation vector k with respect to the
ambient magnetic field Bo. The in-phase relationship
between perturbations in velocity and magnetic field
observedin all previouseventssuggestsan antisunward
direction of wave propagation. An Alfven wave traveling in the antisunwarddirection, oppositeto the IMF,
perturbs the field and the solarwind velocity with an inphaserelationship between v and b. If the perturbation
bx > 0, the tangent line turns from its nominalposition
shown by the solid arrow TL and appearsin the loca-

tion 1 (Figure12). Then,an observer
at pointO occurs
in the foreshock and records a decrease of the solar wind

velocity(I Vo + v I<l Vo I,Vo < o, v > 0). For the
perturbationwith b• < 0 (v• < 0) the tangentlinegoes
to the location

2 and the observer

arrives in the solar

20

o

0

K=13

-20
bx, nT

MARCH 25, 1989 0130-0300 UT

••s 50
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wind (a < 0). The perturbedvelocityI Vo +v I>l Vo I Figure 11. Relationshipbetweenthe vx and b• comincreases.

Thus

the

observations

in the undisturbed

ponentsmeasuredupstream of the bow shockon two

solarwind (a < 0) of ascending
tonesin the B•(a ) di- circularorbits(March9 and 2•, 1989).
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reversedin case of waves traveling in the opposite direction, toward the Sun. In such wavesthe v and b
perturbationsare anticorrelated,and one would expect
increaseof the solar wind velocity in the upstreamfore-

shockascomparedto the undisturbedsolarwindspeed.
Schemes,shownin Figure 13, illustrateexpectedvariSOLAR

WIND

ations of the solar wind speednear the tangent line in

casesof Alfvenwavespropagating
in antisunward(Figure13a)andsunward(Figure13b)directions.Wefound
several orbits with sunward traveling waves. Figure 14

presentsthe exampleof the observations
in circularorbit on March 10, 1989. Contrary to previous events,

the perturbationsof the flowand the magneticfieldare
anticorrelated,which is dearly seenfrom the vx- bx re-
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19;29
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Figure 12. (top) Projectionof the circularorbit on
March 25, 1989, onto the XY plane (MSO reference
frame) and the averagepositionof the tangentline
(solidline). Plus/minussignsshowregions
adjacentto
the tangentlinewherean increase/decrease
of the solar
wind velocityis observed.(bottom)The protonvelocity V, the intensityof the electronplasmaoscillations,
the anglea, and sunward/antisunward
anisotropyof
suprathermal
electrons
Mx/ne.

plane normal to the tangent surfaceand intersectedthe

bowshockat tangent.points
werealsoreportedby [Dubinin et al., 1998a].In this paperwe suggest
that such
signaturesare time-varying perturbationspropagating

in the solarwind or generatedat/near the foreshock
boundary. Indeed, accordingto the schemeshown in

Figure12,signof variations
in the ABx(ABv.) compo-

.nent
changes
across
a ,-•-90ø.

Figure13. Schemes
illustrating
theeffect
ofAlfven

If theproposed
interpretation
thatperturbations
of waves
perturbations
propagating
in (a) antisunward

themagnetic
fieldandthesolar
windvelocity
aremainlyand(b) sunward
directions.
Thestructure
of theso-

causedby propagating
Alfvenwavesis correct,the lar wind/foreshock
interface
is reversed
in dependence
structure
ofthesolarwind/foreshock
interface
mustbe onthedirection
of wavepropagation.
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transition. Figure 15 (bottomright) presentsa combined effectof all abovesources.Figure 16 showsthe

a - 500

examplesof the measurementsmade on severalcircular

• -540

orbits.Figure16 (top andtop middle)hint at the presenceof Alfvenwavesin the solarwind.Figure16 (bottom middleand bottom) indicateexcitationof Alfven
wavesand/or shock-like
transitionat the tangentline.

>,,- 580

In all cases,a changeof a. slopeand enhancementof a
scatteringof the data points near a - 0 showmorecom-

plicatedstructureof the solarwind/foreshock
interface
as comparedto purely Alfven wavesof the solar wind

origin which only changethe positionof the tangent
line. Variationsof the numberdensityand the magnetic field value across the foreshock show the existence

UT 4

4.5

5

5.5

6

6.5

MAR 'CH 10, 1.989,0400-0620UT

of compressional
modes.Decreaseof the magneticfield
and increaseof the numberdensityhint at excitationof
slowmodes. It is interestingto note that signof "refraction" of the magneticfield lines at a = 0 is fitted
with a slowmodetransitionif we interpretthe observations in terms of a steadymodel. However,we cannot
infer whetheror not compressive
modesare switchedon

by Alfvenwavesstrikingthe foreshock
or aredrivenby
localprocesses
of the solarwind/foreshock
interaction.
Theoretical
studies[McKenzieand Westphal,
1969;Lin
et al., 1996]showedthat the interactionof an Alfven
-8
•
-4
-2
0
2
4
6
8
wavewith the bowshockresultsin amplificationof the
b•nT
Alfven wave,as well as generationof slowmodein the
region.Althoughthisconclusion
isnotapFigure 14. Variationsof (a) th•
aow (u), (b) downstream
th• magneticndd (B•), and (c) th• anglea in th• pliedin a directmannerto Alfvenwavesstrikingthe

50{ ,

,

,

,

upstream region of circular orbit on Mar& 10, 1989. foreshock,
the dataindicatethat similarprocesses
may
Dashed-dotted

horizontM

lines drawn

to indicate

aver-

take placeat the foreshockboundary. On the other

agevaluesgivethe undisturbedparametersof the veloc- hand,wehavealsoevidentexamples
whenAlfvenwaves
ity and the magnetic field, Mthough someuncertainty
are
observed
only
when
the
spacecraft
crosses
the tanremainsin this procedure.(d) A relatiomhipbetween
gent line. It is important to note that rotation of the
the perturbations of flow and magneticfield.

magneticfield at/near the tangentline occursout of

the planecontaining
the V•w andB•wvectors.Figure
17 showscross-flowcomponentof the field in the YZ
lationshipshownin Figure 14b. The spacecraftrecords planeof the Marssolarorbital(MSO)reference
frame
a decreaseof the proton velocitywhen it occursin the (theY axisopposes
to thedirection
of theplanetary

solarwind (a < 0). The velocityincreases
while the
spacecraftenteringthe foreshock(a > 0). This test
strongly supportsour suggestionthat large-amplitude
Alfven wavescontrolthe perturbationsof the plasma
and the IMF near the tangentline.
Perturbationscan be providedeither by wavesof the
solarwind origin or by wavesexcitedin the foreshockor
near its boundary. The schematicshownin Figure 15
givesa dependence
V(a) whichmight be observedunder actionof differentsources
of perturbations.Figure

15 (top right) corresponds
to the caseof Alfvenwave
with a hump in the speedthat movesthe tangentline

from (TP1) to (TP2). Passage
of the wavegivesan
increasingtone in the diagram.Figure15 (top middle
right) corresponds
to the casewhenthe bipolarperturbation is excitednear the foreshockboundary,and
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.vo

BS
/ .A
TL-1 -Vo[
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a

a=0

disturbancesare localizedin the neighborhood
of the
Figure 15. Schematic
of the V(a) curvesexpected
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oftheperdependence
V(a) expected,for example,at shock-like turbations.
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assumethat mass loading effects at Mars may

be essentialonly at closerdistances
to the planet(R _<
6000
km)
where
the
decrement
of
the
speedstrongly
]80

increasesand Walen's relation between the plasma and
field perturbations is violated. At these distancesthe
Figure lB. The examplesof the observedvariations mass number density of pickup ions is not too small,
and mass loading may occur through the macroscopic
V(&) in circularorbits.
(x-angle,deg

electromagnetic
fieldscausedby a differentialstreaming
of ions [Omidi and Winske,1987;$auer et al., 1998;

motionand the Z axispointsto the north) acrossthe
tangentline for the ellipticalandthe circularorbits.A
distinct rotation of the magneticfield is observednear
the tangentline wherea clockanglesuddenlyvariesby
•90 ø.

Dubinin et al., 1998b]. A strongdeceleration
of the
solarwind protonsis providedby the Lorentzforce(•
AV x B), which arisesdue to relativemotionof the
solar wind protons and oxygen ions. On the circular
orbits, where the spacecraft was far from the planet

(R -,• 104km), a reliablerecognition
of deceleration

Kotova½taL [1997]haveanalyzeda relationship
be- featurescausedby massloading, even in the absenceof
tween the velocity decrementupstreamof the Martian
bow shock and the number density of the solar wind
and havefound an inverserelation6v • 1/nsw. They
exploitedthis fact as the main argumentin favor of

large-amplitudeAlfven waves,is ambiguous.

the mechanism deceleration

Multi-instrument data analysis of the observations
made by the Phobos2 spacecraftin the upstreamMar-

associated to mass load-

ing on oxygenand hydrogencoronas. We note that

5. Summary

Alfven waves can also lead to the inverse dependence

betweenthe velocityperturbationsand the numberden-

sity (6v • 1/•x/'•sw
). It is believed
that the eventsobserved at distances/•

>•

6000

FEBRUARY1,_}989, 1520-1810UT

km are manifestations

of large-amplitude
Alfvenwavesgeneratedor amplified
at/neartheforeshock
boundary.A visiblerelation(Figure 9) betweenthe velocitydecrementAVswand the

densityof pickupions(• nexosp/sinp)
is revealedbecauseboth valuesdependon the magneticfield orientation controlledby Alfven waves.Large-amplitudewaves
with ABz > 0 increasethe residencetime of newly born

Bz•nT
By

40-o-io

o

,o io 30

MARCH 25, 1989, 0130-0300 UT

exospheric/atmospheric
ionsandmayberesponsible
for
the observedperturbationsin the floating potential. It
is worth noting that a cause-and-effect
relation between
Alfven wavesand pickup ions probably is more complicated, and the questionof whether Alfven wavesare
triggeredby reflectedpickupionsshouldbe addressed. -70 -60-;0-•0-•0-•0-•0
0 1'0 2'0 30
Indeed, in many cases,waves and mass loading feac•-angle,deg
tures from the floating potential measurementsare observedonly in the foreshock.However,we cannotinfer Figure 17. Projectionsof the magneticfield onto the
from the data a direct evidence of cause-and-effect relaYZ plane in the MSO coordinatesversusthe anglec•
tion betweenboth phenomena,and simultaneousthree- for two typical elliptical and circular orbits.
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interface
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